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The community college is as American as apple pie. It
came out of the Middle West at the turn of this century
and is now affecting the lives. of our people in every
section of the country. More and more it is becoming
one of the most important elements of our educational
structure. This generation depends upon it as much as
the last generation depended upon the high school. It
can mean some college education for almost everybody,
not only for youngsters just out of high school. The com-
munity college belongs to everybody in the community.

Dr. Edmund Gleazer, Executive Director of the American



Association of Junior Colleges, tells us that we can
expect about 500 new community colleges in the next
ten years. Administrators in increasing numbers are
asking for guidance in the development of new plans.
The AAJC is responding with the establishment of the
Facilities Information Service' funded by a grant from
Educational Facilities Laboratories. This report is an
effort to assist the Facilities Informationervice and to
generate ideas.

We all know we have something here this new kind of
college. The community college is the new energy of



education. Inevitably, new forms will emerge. There will
have to be community colleges of all sizes and shapes.
The mystery is that these forms are so slow in coming.
We wonder why. We suspect that familiarity with and
sentimentality for old educational forms are delaying us.
Community colleges, educationally and architecturally,
are too often blown-up high schools or watered-down
universities. To develop logical new forms, we shall have

to discover the uniqueness of the community college.
When we do, we can then make America's greatest po-
tential learning machine take a truly functional shape
without the imposed limitations of borrowed form.



ij

Many years ago my partners and I discussed the need for

creative investigation. We knew some group had to probe

for those fundamentals which distinguish the community

college from the high school and the university in order

to give it an identity of its own.

Thin search for uniqueness became a reality during a

seminar CRS had in Houston in October, 1965. We invited

peopie whose clear thoughts might penetrate those foggy

areas which limit our vision of what a community college

really should look like. These people were Ed Gleazer;

Edward Simonsen, President of Bakersfield College,



California; Jonathan King, who is on top of things in his
position with the Educational Facilities Laboratories;
and Charles Schorre, well-known artist and professor at
Rice University. We also included some of the most expe-
rienced people and innovators of our own team.

Our probing will not go down in history as another Gemini
flight. But we dug deep into the very essence of what a
community college should be.

Ten of us spent eleven hours at the task. Each assumed
the role of a specific student with a particular back-



ground. This socio-drama allowed us to characterize many

different kinds of people who will go to community

colleges, and to discover what they believe the colleges

should be like. We probed for generic quality.

Our distinguished visitors gave off the sparks to probe in

many directions. After they left us, we did some more

probing. We present some of the ideas here in the hope

that they might also provide a stimulus for others who

are concerned with the planning and development of

community co!leges.



Our thanks to the consultant visitors for their time and
enthusiasm. Some of the probes will be surprises to
them. But the biggest surprise will be that we finally
produced this record. Some of the probes concern edu-
cational concepts which have architectural implications.
Others are ideas. Some, way out. But all touch reality.

es M. Hughes, Al
Community College Specialist
Caudill Rowlett Scott
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6A project of Rice University, School of Architecture, 1966, graduate class
under Professor Paul Kennon.

New York City Public Schools, at this writing, have six "air rights" school
sites. A recent newspaper account stated the Highway Department is ser-
iously considering granting air rights over intersections.

8Plans are nearing completion for the Bronx Community College, City Univer-
sity of New York, which has air rights to build over one of the subway yards.

9According to Dr. Eugene Hu lt, Superintendent of Design, Construction and
Physical Plant, the Office of School Buildings in New York City has plans for
high-rise schoolhouses combined with rentable apartments and offices. The
rent pays for the education space. Dr. Millard Roberts of Parsons College
thinks in terms of the seven-year amortized college.

"North Orange County Community College in Southern California is con-
templating a partial bi-level campus arrangement and a drive-in lecture hall.

Refer to Investigation No. 11 by W. W. Caudill, December 1964, publication of
Caudill Rowlett Scott, for explanation of educational node.

12Mi Ils College in Manhattan has a contract with a well-known restaurant
across the street to allow its students to eat regular meals through a credit
card arrangement.



FOOTNOTES

'Bob H. Reed, campus planner on leave from Caudill Rowlett Scott, heads
the AAJC Facilities Information Service.

2Many colleges, including Seattle Community College, accept qualified non-
high school graduates, according to its president, Ed K. Erickson.

3Dr. Harold Gores, President, Educational Facilities Laboratories, Inc., made
this statement at the Inner City Community College Seminar, Dallas, Texas,
December 15, 1966, conducted by the American Association of Junior Col-
leges and funded by a grant from EFL.

4The Oakland Community College in Bloomfield Hills, Michigan, under the
leadership of Dr. John E. Tirrell, is pioneering in individualized curriculum and
is now building colleges of carrels.

Princeton has dining clubs and Rice has colleges that bear similarity to the
proposed House plan.
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THE Our search for uniqueness should begin with this thought: The community
SURROUNDER college is a surrounder college. A community college is not a "tweener"

COLLEGE between the high school and the university, as the junior high is-between the
elementary and the high school. Its realm of responsibility encompasses an
even greater area than the university. It surrounds just about everybody.
It reaches down to the high school dropouts2 who fnd they have a delayed-
action desire for education. It reaches up to the Ph.D. who needs more
educationlike a course in the History of Latin Americabefore he accepts
a South American assignment. It reaches out to the retreads who must change
vocation five or six times during their lifetimes. It touches everyone. One
prominent educator said, "A community college will do whatever needs to
be done that is not being done or is being done badly by other institutions."
Quite a challenge. And it takes a lot of imagination. The surrounder college
kind of thinking opens the vise that restricts the imagination.
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THE DIVERSIFIED Harold Gores said, "The school building built only for children is sociologically
STUDENT BODY obsolete."3

Look who we serve! Certainly not just the youngster fresh out of high school.
We have the most diversified student body one can imagine: University-bound
students, industry-bound students, brilliant, young, but immature students
not quite ready for the state university, young, mature, but academically slow
starting students, the adult technician who needs a retread, the para-
professional, the university graduate who needs still more education, the
oldster who has a young mind, and so on. Consider, too, the disadvantaged
inner city students from impoverished families. Superimpose on this diversity
the fact that some of the students will be on a work-study schedule, and the
picture becomes even more complex. The ten percent student who works
most of the time is a hard one to cope with. The most comprehensive of
comprehensive high schools do not have this great spread. Our students are
poles apart. Our problemto unify a diversified student bodyunquestionably
will be difficult to solve, but when we find the answer we will find a dis-
tinguishable educational-architectural form that expresses the community
college uniqueness. We need to probe deep in this direction.





A COLLEGE A college of carrels! There is a direction to probe! Everyone talks about and
OF CARRELS does very little about the individualized curriculum. Because of the extreme

diversity of tha student body, the community college has been forced to
develop completely different forms of education. The three track system
a track for those who are going on to the university, a track for those who will
go into industry or serve as para-professionals, and a track for those who
will terminate their formal education after two years of collegeis a simplism.
Thoughtful educators know this. They know that there should not be just
three tracks. There should be a track for every student. There has been con-
ceived and put in operation a nearly pure form of the individualized cur-
riculum4the manifestation of a college of carrels, a place where a student
can come and go on his own time and proceed toward maximum development
at his own rate of speed. This needs deeper probing, but we are definitely
headed in the righL direction, thanks to a few highly creative community
college educators.
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THE The full-time student has no place to go when he is not in class. No fraternity
10 FOR 1 house, generally, and no dormitory. Yet the social development of the corn-

HOUSE PLAN munity college student is even more important than the university student.
What is the best educational and sociological group size, and what organi-
zational structure can hold the group together? Consider a college of 10,000.
Let's sub-divide the big college into ten smaller, social-dining-athletic houses,
each with its own organization.5 We might give them such names as Jefferson
House, Kennedy House, or Washington House. Here would be the place where
the members of the school would eat, relax and get some exercise together
in small groups. Perhaps each house would have its own swimming pool,
and its own recreation-exercise room as well as its own dining room. Each
house might have its own judo team, swimming team, tennis team, and
debating team. The house might also be equipped with a quiet study lounge
to take the overflow of the library. A trained guidance' person would serve as
the master of each house. Every full or part time student would be a part of a
social group. He would have a home away from home. A familiar place to eat.
The opportunity of social and physical development. A place to study. He
would be identified with his group and have a sense of belonging.





THE We are not quite sure "community college" is the right name, but it is better
COMMUNITY than the misnomer "junior college." The college we are concerned with is

ACCENT not a junior of anything. It's one of the most important areas of higher edrica-
tion and unique to the world. It has sprung from the grass roots. It is run
primarily with local taxes by local authority. It is a social instrument for com-
munity improvement, in one sense. Why not build a no-wall collegephysi-
cally, sociologically, economically, culturally and politically? Make the college
and community synonymousa completely integrated oneness. Then educa-
tion is Jr real. The town and gown fights will be bygones. There will be no
ghettos. No "across the tracks." No impregnable ivy covered walls. No un-
touchable Board of Trustees. Community life and education will mesh. Bond
issues for colleges will not fail because the majority preferred more sewer
lines. Education will be a necessity, not a frillfor education is for, by, and
of the community. But even more important, we must believe that the com-
munity college is emerging from the urban chaos as a social institution, and
that we are not just in the business of education. Perhaps here is another
uniqueness: Social reform is our responsibility because our kind of college
touches everyone The community college has the accent on the first word.
If "no man is an island," then most certainly "no community college is an
island." Educational needs cannot be separated from social needs.



NEW
EDUCATIONAL

FORMS FOR
NEW TOWNS

New functions require new forms. The community college is new. It is anAmerican invention created to do specific educational tasks that no otherinstitutions can do. It is particularly applicable to new towns where newconcepts of education are needed. For the moment let's consider a newtown.6 Refer to the photographic conception of what it will look like. The iewtown is for 15,000 people. Essentially its one buildingbuilt over the inter-section of two major highways.? Look closely and you can see that two greatfreeways flow under and through the megaforman architectural answer tourbanization. If you look closely you will see a car and will grasp the greatscale. The center mass is a community college. The new town has education
as its core. Education is not only for the new life, 'A is the new life. Most
everyone goes to school. And can walk. They live in the school, so to speak.Here is the community college in the pure forma people's college where
people live. Too far out? We don't think so. This nation's educational building
spaces will have to be doubled in only two decades. We need to do mega-
thinking.8 Chances are that there will be new college-centered towns of thissort in the not-too-distant future.





MONEY A money-making campus? It's been attempted before.9 All hospitals are not
MAKING charity hospitals. There are profitable private schools and colleges. Just

CAMPUS because ours is community-owned doesn't necessarily mean we should not
probe into the possibility of money-making facilities or even a self-amortizing
campus. The way things look now, we will not only have a 7 to 11 institution,
but a 7-day-a-week college. So why not have Main Street on the campusa
7 to 11 academic street, if you please, on which shops intermingle with the
classrooms? We might even have a nursery on 7-11 Street so the mothers can
go next door to attend class. Let's put in a profitable parking garage. Let's
rent space for drugstores, clothing stores, book stores, cafes, galleries,
music stores, theaters, art supplies, filling stations, auto repair shops
even space for a small electronic industry. Some might well serve as
learning spaces. Provide rent-a-carrels in the library for any citizen, enrolled
or not, who wants a private place to study. Provide rentable individual spaces
in the shops for people who do not have a garage or attic in which to build
their boats or make their hi-fi sets. Have a lease-a-locker setup in the gym.
Even have saunas for a fee. Roomettes in the library could make it a 24-hour
operation. Have a first class repertory theater on the campus. We could have
a professional building for the convenience of students who need medical,
psychological, or legal services. Market square cum campus has possibilities.





THE COMMUTER Let's face it: Cars are here to stay. We can't choose to ignore them. And what
COLLEGE CONCEPT would the community colleges do without them? By concept the community

college is a commuters' college. So let's get friendly with these four-wheel
monsters, and see what we can come up with.

Why wouldn't it be feasible to build an enormous pyramidal parking garage,
literally a mountain of stacked niches for vehiclesthen cover this giant pile
of parked VW's and Chevys with handsome architectural boxes for classes,
seminars, and individual study? One could drive his car up to the 22nd story
and part' next to his French classroom. And what an impressive campus this
would itakr a space age cliff city for the academicians! Build one of these
in Kansas and it would be the highest mountain in the state. Consider drive-in
lecture halls. One is being planned now." It will work. The same district has a
4,000-member drive-in church. Try a bi-level campusone level for the cars
and one level for the people. Here one can drive under his classroom and go
up to learn. Make the car, the college man's best friend, also the friend of the
college administrator, who now breaks out in a sweat at the thought of trying
to park them.
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NODES A college is a campus: When we think like this we confuse facilities with
EDUCATIONAL college program. Consider a campus-less college just to stay loose. Don't

SERVICE STATIONS build a campus at all. Put the teaching areas in existing facilities. We might
follow the concept of the educational nodell where education is considered
as necessary service obtainable in almost any place. The nodes would be
available like service stations throughout the city, located in stores, office
buildings, hospitals, mental health centers, factories, senior citizen com-
munities, housing units, and air terminals. Perhaps building codes should
require every building to have some public educational space. Let's have a
Node Code. Make provision to have learning stations everywhere. If a man
has an hour before his flight to Lima, he can go into the educational node
operated by the community college at the airport and bone up on his Spanish.
During the lunch hour a iaw clerk in one of the office buildings in the center
of the city, who is studying business management, can hop an elevator from
the 48th floor where he works, down to the 19th floor where the educational
node is located. Since a great number of nodes are downtown, the business
district is alive with young college people who buy their supplies there and
eat most of their meals in the local cafes.12 Dispersing the community college
facilities throughout a dying downtown would certainly give vitality to the
business district day and night. A college without a campus is worth thinking
aboutif for no other reason than to open our thinking so we can conceive
better ways to house the i.":allege.





THE SHOPPING Build an educational shopping centerthis is another direction to probe.CENTER CAMPUS The thought may be rather revolting to educators who abhor these so-calledcafeteria line curricula where the students pick what they want, not what
they need. But the community college is no high school. We are dealing with
mature students, most of whom have the judgment to select the right courses.
The community college must provide for the taxi cab driver who has a keen
desire to learn philosophy. It must provide for the retired mother whose
children are married and who wishes to continue her educational pursuits.It must take care of the serious young man who just graduated from high
school but must work and live at home so that he can save his money for law
school. The community college, in one way of thinking, is for people who need
a great variety of learning experiencesa "to each his own" kind of educa-
tion. So the shopping center idea makes a great deal of sense. The proposal
across the page is an architectural translation of this idea.13 It is a college
conceived as a series of educational markets under one giant pavilion, de-
signed for a mild climate. Some of the learning areas under the big umbrella
are unheated, but have protective screens against excessive wind, for visual
privacy, and for protection of equipment. However, the same concept could
apply to a cold weather situation. Cars are parked underneath the podium
for the come-and-go. education shoppers.

4.





THE Isolation behind hallowed walls may be all right for some colleges, but not
AIRDORT for the community college. It's a people's college. It rn;.ist be accessible to
COLLEGE people and people to it. We shall be building 50 colleges a year for the next

ten years. Some of these new community colleges will have to be built in
rather isolated, rural areas or in small cities distant from the large metropoli-
tan areas. How can these new colleges be in the thick of things? Here is a
direction in which we might probe: Build an airport college. Put the runways
in the middle of the campus. Let the commuters who live 100 or so miles
from the college commute by air-bus or private plane. But even more impor-
tant, have two or three college-owned planes available for classes of students
to travel to the metropolitan area. These could be maintained by the aero-
nautical technology students. These flying classrooms could put colleges in
the remotest areas in touch with industrial, cultural, and political learning
centers of the nation.
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AN ENDLESS The multi-campus idea is a good one. A number of districts have three or
CAMPUS four colleges, and have plans for more. But is decentralization the only course

open? Why not probe the concept of one enormous, endless campus14one
designed for an ever increasing enrollment? Build the buildings on one line.
Put at one end a great terminala collection point for all lines of transporta-
tionrapid transit, trains, buses, helicopters, or cars. Let the other end keep
moving, year by year. From the terminal the student gets on a shuttle, not
unlike the one from Times Square to Grand Central Station in New York, and
he can arrive at almost any building in short. order. The shuttle continues
unloading its passengers until it comes to the temporary turn-around, and it's



on its way back to the terminal, picking up and distributing the education cus-
tomers. Note we said "temporary turn-around." Here's the key: As the enroll-
ment increases, the campus moves out and the point of the turn-around is
simply extended. The architectural form is continuous. Let the linear college
weave in and out of the city through the business district, through the ghetto,
and through the silk stocking districts. Let it give unity to diversity. The
campus might reach out two or three miles, or completely circle the inner
city. Foresighted educators have already purchased the educational right-
of-wayonly a 300-foot width is necessary. An endless campus, ever growing
in an educational right-of-way, is not as farfetched as you might think.

t:73
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NOCTURNAL Has anyone ever produced a college campus that was designed primarily forARCHITECTURE night use? We don't know of any. The architect is generally more concernedwith having the sun and sky define his forms. Most campuses at night are asorry lot. There is no excitement. They are dark and dangerous. A campusspecifically designed for night use would be something qu!te different. Itmight take on the effect of Times Square. There could be luminous walls tolight pedestrian streets. There might be artificial suns and special, well-lightedstreet furniture. There would have to be special lighting for safety reasons.If we are going to have 7-to-11 colleges, and even 24-hour colleges, the archi-tects must try to create a nocturnal architecture. Why not probe a nightcampus?
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MASS Urbanization forces us to find new solutions to the ever-increasing problem
MOVEMENT of moving masses of people. Transportation lines and educational facilities

RECOGNIZED might well be coterminous. Put a community college at the major rapid transit
terminal, If there is no mom in the thick of the city, run a fast express train
to a suburban campus. BJt go under it so that the students can get off within
a few feet of their next class. Have college facilities which infiltrate the city,
not let them be educational fortresses protecting the students from com-
munity life. One way to accomplish this is tc build an educational bead cam-
pus.15 String the facilities along the rapid transit line. All the student would
have to do to get from his modern language class to his sciences would be
to go down the 107th Street subway and within a minute or so, ride to 118th
Street educational node, without even getting wet. Another direction to probe:
Build a central campus in a high density area with its own specialized edu-
cational nodes in office buildings, in stores, at the airport, and in factories.
Connect the nodes with a college-owned shuttle, be it bus, train or helicopter.
Take advantage of the environmental benefits of teaching fashion design in
the garment district, or learning the technique of electronic circuitry in class-
rooms located in an industrial park, or attending class in the civic center to
study government methods and procedures, or even attending a sociology
class in a mobile _classroom located on the site of recent social disturbances.
Learn by going where things happen.
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THE ETHNIC The community college is an agency for social change. It shuns no city prob-BRIDGE !ems. It sometimes must be built in the sociological mud simply to clean upthings in the slums, even over the railroad yards. Quite often the college
must be built in the decayed area of downtown to revitalize the city.16 Thereseems to be no set place for locating the urban college. Put it in a ghettoand some will say it will perpetuate the ghetto. Others will say, "We can't
assume a ghetto is permanent. Once you put a college in a slum area, the landaround it will be too expensive to have a slum and the depressed students
whom we wish to serve will have to move out." Regardless, it is the responsi-
bility of the community college, particularly the college located in a large
city, to provide the right mixethnic mix, intellectual mix, economic mix, andsocial mix. Location can help bring about the desired mix. There are three
concepts about location:17

1) The silk stocking concept: Build the college in the silk stocking area and
provide means for the students of the ghetto to "go out" to college.
2) The ghetto concept: Put the college in the ghetto. Clean up the place.
Restore civic pride to its people. Find means to bring in students of different
ethnic background to provide the right mix.18
3) The bridge concept: Locate the college on the borders of a depressed areaand a thriving area to serve as an ethnic-econom bridge to unitize the
community. It is not so much what you do. It's how you do it.





THE It is about time the vocational-technical students are recognized as highly
VOC-TECH important members of our college society. Instead of stigmatizing them by

HUB hiding their shops and technical labs in far corners of the campus, let's put
their facilities in the center of things. These students, as much as the
academicians, must feel that they are honest-to-goodness college students.
And other people must be made to feel that the things they do are exciting to
look at. Consider this second point. We remove the stigma if we locate facili-
ties such as automobile shop, merchandising lab, electronics lab, dental
technology lab, police science lab, aviation A & P shop, or fashion design
lab on the main concourse of the campus. We can further emphasize voc-tech
by using a lot of glass. Make these spaces frankly showrooms where one
might pass by and receive instant visual education. That's what the typical
merchant does. He's in the visual education business and spends thousands
of dollars arranging eye-catching sets in his show windows to lure the passer-
by into his store. Who knows, the voc-tech showcase might have the same
effect. The program needs this kind of emphasis. Let's not neglect nor debili-
tate the voc-tech program. It's too important. And let's not have any "dumbbell
colleges" just for the trade school people. Make our colleges comprehensive;
then provide voc-tech hubs where people can see what is going on.





P.D. The community college is a new kind of college. Why not have a new kind ofA NEW KIND physical education program to go with it? Let's get rid of the expensive,
OF P.E. mammoth gym and the unwieldy, inflexible, de-humanized program which it

reflects. Let's humanize P.E. Let's frankly compete with the commercial
health clubs and the country clubs.19 Let's operate on the following premises:
1) One must be physically fit to be intellectually alert.
2) Fitness is a highly individual matter.
3) One does not have to be forced to take exercise when there is a variety
of physical activities available in attractive and efficient environment.
Think in terms of P.D. (physical development) instead of P.E. Let there be no
large classes. Let the P.D. facilities be more like a student centera come-
and-go affair of 15 to 20-minute workouts. Make P.D. most exciting and en-
joyable. It need not be a huge or elaborate place. A relatively small, well
lighted and ventilated room for isometrics, saura bath, whirlpools, judo,
stationary cycles, exercise boards, handball and squash courts will do. It
might be a part of the college house mentioned earlier. A swimming pool of
course would be most desirable, plus the use of outdoor space for putting,
badminton, tennis, volleyball; but the health clubs do not have this last group
and they seem to be thriving. A place for P.D. would be essentially workout
space for the individual.





ARCHITECTURAL What can we do to keep the community college from looking like a highEXPRESSION school? For that matter, what can we do to keep the community college fromlooking like the university? How can we develop an "I am what I am" kind ofarchitectural expression? Most certainly we need to probe to find an archi-tectural expression that says, in no uncertain terms, that the community col-lege is a community college designed for a specific community. And we wantno superficial, meaningless style. The architecture must make sense. It mustbe a lean, clean, truthful architecture with a strong generic quality.





NEW KIND If the community college is a new kind of college, then it seems reasonableOF LIBRARY to think we need a new kind of library. Just what it should be, no one can tellus. But most certainly we should explore the possibilities of a library that isuniquely designed for the kind of student who goes to community college.Since there are rarely any dormitories on campus, the libraries may be calledupon to provide study space. Perhaps the new kind of library will take on thecharacteristics of a student center.20 Perhaps every student should own aniche in the library. Or at least share a carrel with only two or three otherstudents. If the college is truly community derived and owned, why can'tany citizen, enrollee or not, have a place in the library for study? A new kindof library might be in the form of a great tower in which individual study,spaces can be assigned, leased, or rented to these mature self-actuatingstudents. The student could call down to the service switchboard and saythat he needed such-and-such information. The educational service wouldbe available immediately through telephone, radio, closed-circuit TV, orthrough a dumbwaiter arrangement or book conveyor which would originatein the library service center located at the base of this great library servicetower. A drive-up library might even be feasible. There is a medieval inn inGermany where the knights could ride their horses up to their rooms as faras the sixth floor. Let the student ride his horsepower up the ramp. In any casethe commuter student needs a home base. Such a place might be the library.
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THE Race riots, cultural starvation, tax strangulation, moral decaythese areREGENERATIVE eroding the cities. Yet there must be cities. We shall have to find solutionsFORCE to the problems of urbanization. Perhaps one solution is the communitycollege itself. We need to probe to see how the college can be a regenerativeforce to energize the inner city. We are committed to the thesis that thecommunity college can cause social, economical and cultural change. Webelieve the college can raise the aspirations of the people. It can help toeliminate ghettos. It can help build better neighborhoods, better paces towork, and better cultural facilities. It can give all people a better under-standing of brotherhood. What institution could do more about ethnic dis-turbances? Who is in a better position to conduct sociological surveys andseminars concerning community problems? What better institution can helpstop social decay through urban studies, lectures, and forums? The collegecould help alleviate cultural poverty with college-sponsored concerts, artexhibits, and drama. It could strengthen weak local government throughcourses in intellectual politics, voting rights and procedures, political science,and youth movements. And the community college might be the regenerativeforce to bolster lagging business through down-to-earth technological-vocational programs, advertising courses, management courses, industrialsurveys, and seminars. A new community college can give new energy toan old community.





IN-RESIDENCE Let's probe in the direction away from the commute-sicollege. Let's considerLIVING the community college as a place where dormitory experience is an essentialEXPERIENCE part of education. Shouldn't we give the large majority of the students whodon't go on to the university the experience of some in-residence living, andthe opportunity of social development that goes with it? Because of extremelylarge districts, many community colleges will have to take on a regionalaspect instead of the usual local one. A district in Northern California includes8,000 square miles and the area is being enlarged. A district in Colorado isover 11,000 square miles. And one in Southern California draws studentsfrom all over the world. Certainly dormitories are feasible in these cases.One idea is to provide in-residence experience du; ing the sophomore yea r.21Another idea particularly for the inner city community college might be tohave one campus for transient students located away from the inner city in abeautiful mountain area or lake region.22 Let's say in the case of this districtwith perhaps four campuses in the thick of the downtown area, there wouldbe this fifth transient campus. Every student of each of the four urban
campuses would go for a brief time during his two years' studya live-in,
teach-in situation at the country campus. This would assure a "student mix"and a live-in experience that would have great lasting educational value.





COLLEGE- Consider the idea of building a community center which is realwhich doesCOMMUNITY not turn its back to the city, but becomes involved in all city activities. LetCENTER the community college be a major part. Bring into the center other publicagencies and institutions such as the museum, the health clinic completewith mental health facilities, welfare office, unemployment office, retrainingcenter for those with obsolete jobs, nursery, fire station and police stationwith emphasis on training programs, theaters, and shopping facilities. Theremight even be places for a few churches. The urban college cannot standalone. It must be involved. There must be inseparable connections amongcity; state, federal, and college activities if we expect the college to transformurban decay. In other words, build the community college as an integratedpart of a realistic community center. When we probe in this direction, wemight discover a completely new building type,23 not too unlike the oneillustrated across the page.





13Design by Frank Lawyer, Partner, Caudill Rowlett Scott, during Rice Uni-
versity Design Fete I, published in 10 DESIGNS/COMMUNITY COLLEGES,
1962,

14This idea was first presented by W. W. Caudill at the Inner City Community
College Seminar. Bob H. Reed directed the seminar.

'SWilliam Brubaker, Perkins and Will Partnership, presented a similar idea at
the Inner City Community College Seminar.

16New York and Dallas have taken old stores and warehouses and successfully
converted them into pleasant, functional learning spaces.

"W. W. Caudill made this comparative location analysis during the Inner City
Community College Seminar. The "mix" idea was discussed in some detail.

18Los Angeles City College solves this problem by encouraging foreign and out
of state students.

19ldea submitted by Herbert F. LaGrone, Dean, School of Education, Texas
Christian University.

20A Harold Gores suggestion.

21This idea was propc :ad by Dr. Edward Simonsen, President, Bakersfield
College, Bakersfield California.



22John W. Dunn said the Peralta District, Oakland, California, was considering a
similar proposal to build another college in the mountains, 200 miles from
the city.

23This idea is from the Community Facilities Program in Chile. Under a grant
of the Ford Foundation, initial planning steps were taken by Rice University,
Harvard, and Caudill Rowlett Scott. Refer to publication of Rice entitled
ARCHITECTURE AT RICE 17: Poblacion Almirante Gomez Carrell:), by Andrew
Belschner, February 1966.
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CRS has always been research minded. This attitude
stems from close association with the Texas Engi-
neering Experiment Station, as far back as 1946.

In 1952, the firm began sharing its research reports.
This series was called "research-architecture." In
1954, CRS was commissioned by American School
and University Magazine to prepare a second series
of "Research Reports." These reports were widely
distributed in the hope of improving schoolhouses
of America. A third series called INVESTIGATIONS
was initiated in 1960.

Th' ) report is one of the latest series. Some of these
INVESTIGATIONS involve actual research, while
others represent current thoughts of some CRS
staff members. There will also be times when guest
professionals contribute to the series. INVESTIGA-
TIONS will cover various areas of architecture.
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1 Some Thoughts Concerning Beauty, by William W. Caudill, Thomas A. BullockJune 1960
2 Air Conditioning of Schools, by William W. Caudill, William M. Pena, Joe B. ThomasJune 1960
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5 The Team Approach to Planning a College Science Building, by David B. Yarbrough

September 1960
6 Two Trips in Sixty, by William W. Caudill, William M. PeriaFebruary 1961
7 Investigating the Feasibility and the Cost of Fallout Protection for a New Schoolhouse, by

Corvair-Fort Worth and CRS TeamJuly 1961
8 Shells and the Educating Process, by William W. CaudillJuly 1963
9 The Primitive Quality in CRS Architecture, by John M. RowlettApril 1964

10 Quality Profiles, by William W. Caudill, Franklin D. Lawyer, Charles E. LawrenceJune 1964
11 In Education the Most Important Number is One, by William W. CaudillDecember 1964
12 The Practice of the Caudill Rowlett Scott Firm, by the CRS TeamNovember 1965
13 The Bridge, by Alfred Paul Bay, MD; Matthew Dumont, MD; William W. Caudill January 1966
14 Probes: A Search for Uniqueness of the Community College, by the Caudill Rowlett Scott Team

January 1967

Additional copies of this publication may be obtained from Caudill Rowlett Scott, 3636 Richmond
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